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SUBJECT:  Review of Curricular Forms 
 
 Suggestions to the curricular forms are attached.  Institutions should be prepared to offer 
additional suggestions and voice any concerns. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
****************************************************************************** 

RECOMMENDED ACTION 
  

 Discussion.    



 
From SDSU 
1)      Keep the current curriculum forms, include these revisions: 

� At the top of the course forms add a note to the user that instructs them to refer to the 
Course Inventory Report for questions regarding the course they are attempting to 
modify (i.e. is it common/unique, what is the current course description, etc.), include link 
to CIR. 

� Include on the course forms whether or not the course is part of another programs’ 
required courses. If answered yes, the programs would have to be listed and the course 
changes communicated to those program coordinators/dept head/dean etc. before the 
course changes could be made.  

� Add a note/warning on the top of the Minor Course Modification and Revised Course 
Request forms that directed the user to the Gen Ed Revision form if the course they 
were revising was an approved Gen Ed course.  

� When asking for a CIP code, include the link to the CIP code list. 
� There are some formatting changes that could be made on all the forms (removing the 

automatic bold and underlines on certain areas, increasing some cell sizes, and moving 
the right indent in line with the cell margin so that the text stays visible on the New 
Course Request (IM justification). 

  
  
From TRUDY 
Hi Sam!  Here is my short list of recommendations: 
 

 Include lines for both short title (limit of 30 characters and spaces) and long title (no 
limits); maybe we should include a notation that short title prints on transcripts and 
displays in Web Advisor.  That underscores the importance of choosing wisely.   

 
 Change form for “Authority to Offer Existing Common Course” to “Authority to Offer 
Existing Course.”  Right now, we have no form specific to requesting authority to offer a 
unique course.  We can incorporate this request into the current form and include this 
query: 
 
Course type: 
_____ Common 
_____ Unique (note:  approval will change status from unique to common) 
 

 Create a special form for X9X courses. 
 

 Include a special section that speaks to pre-reqs, co-reqs, and course-specific 
registration restrictions.  (Right now, these are rolled up with course description, and that 
sometimes leads to confusion.)  We should also include a brief description of these – ie, 
pre-reqs and co-reqs are courses, while registration restrictions are student attributes on 
which Colleague can check – GPA, major, class standing, etc.). 
 

 Provide additional options for the dept to select – instructor permission required (Y/N), 
allow students to audit (Y/N), etc.  Currently, the form speaks to count retakes and P/F 
only grading.   
 



 New Course Request:  ask whether the course was first offered as an experimental 
course.  That will help to make sure that we don’t have multiple versions of the same 
class out there.   
 

 Possibly tweak the explanation of equate…there seems to be a fair amount of confusion 
as to what an equate is and why a dept would want to equate two courses.   
 

 
I haven’t totally thought this through, but here is a basic proposal for forms: 
 

 To create a brand new course: 
 

 New Course Request  - goes through you, AAC, Dr. Warner, then me 
 Experimental Course Request – goes to me 
 X9X Course Request (course not yet created) – goes to me 

 
 To build on an existing course: 

 
 Authority to Teach Existing Course – goes to you, AAC, Dr. Warner, then me 
 Revised Course Request (for modifications to common courses, some 

modifications to unique courses) – goes to you, AAC, Dr. Warner, me 
 Minor Modification Request (specific types of modifications to unique courses) – 

goes to me 
 X9X Course Request (course has been created) – goes to me 

 
 To inactivate a course: 

 
 Common Course – course deletion form goes to you, AAC, Dr. Warner, then me 

 Inactivation of entire course 
 Removal of one school’s authority to teach (need to add to form) 

 Unique Course – course deletion form goes directly to me 
 
For the X9X course request, I’m thinking of one form that starts with a query of whether the 
course already exists.   
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